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Abstract: Religion and spiritual practices are among the resources used by patients to cope with chronic pain. The major concepts of Hinduism that are related to pain and suffering are presented. Ways that Hindu traditions deal with pain and suffering are reviewed, including the concept of acceptance, which has been studied in the pain medicine literature. By becoming more familiar with Hindu views of pain and suffering, pain medicine practitioners can offer potentially helpful concepts to all patients and support Hindus’ spirituality as it relates to pain and suffering.

Perspective: Religion or spirituality is often important to patients. This article will inform the pain medicine practitioner how pain and suffering are viewed in Hinduism, the third largest religion in the world. It is hoped that these concepts will prove helpful when treating not only followers of Hinduism but all patients.
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“Let me not beg for the stilling of my pain but for the heart to conquer it.”

Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941)

Indian Hindu mystic philosopher

Clinicians who treat patients with significant pain know all too well that the field of medicine provides incomplete pain relief to many of our patients. A significant percentage of patients remain in moderate to severe pain, and their lives are drastically changed in areas including relationships, work, and leisure. Both the pain itself and the psychosocial sequelae challenge our patients’ spirits. Because living with pain is often an enormous challenge, optimizing any and all resources that a patient has to cope with the experience is worthwhile. These resources may be biological, psychological, social, and religious or spiritual. Indeed, multiple studies have confirmed that a biopsychosocial approach to pain management is optimal.6,27

Patients with chronic pain may turn or return to religion and spiritual practices to help them cope, as do patients with other significant medical illnesses.5,12,14 Although a full review of the research on the relation between religion/spirituality and coping with pain is beyond the scope of this article, it can be stated that results have been mixed. Studies have found religion/spirituality to be related to higher pain levels,24 lower pain levels,8,28 or unrelated to pain severity, pain distress, and the disruption of activities by pain.1,25 Multiple reasons can account for the variable results, including differences in: 1) patient populations with respect to ethnicity, and type and severity of pain; 2) study measurements for religiosity/spirituality; and 3) classification of religious coping as either active or passive. As well, many of the studies used a cross-sectional design, which is unable to measure changes in pain levels and religious involvement over time.13,23 Rather than viewing “religious coping” as a single variable, it is helpful to recognize that there are a variety of religious coping mechanisms and to identify which are potentially helpful or harmful.21

This article will discuss how pain and suffering are understood in Hinduism. The goal of this article is to provide an overview of the belief and traditions of Hinduism and insight into how it views pain and suffering. To this author’s knowledge, there are few studies that scientifically examine the beliefs and traditions of most religions as they relate to pain management. For the majority of
religions, we are at the initial stages of our scientific understanding of how their tenets and practices affect health. As such, suggestions for possible future investigations will be offered.

Hinduism is a religious tradition of Indian origin, and, with 900 million practitioners, is the third largest religious community in the world, after Christianity and Islam. Hindus are located primarily in India, Nepal, and Bali; 2% live outside India, and 1.5 million live in the United States. Hinduism was chosen for this review because readers may not be as familiar with it as with other religions, it clearly addresses pain and suffering, and the concept of acceptance, which is present in Hinduism, has been addressed in the pain medicine literature.

Although there are distinct schools within Hinduism, the concepts discussed here are common across these schools and underlie Hinduism as a whole (B. Hebar, personal communication, July 12, 2006). As with any religion, patients who consider themselves Hindu may hold all the central beliefs described here or may believe in some tenets but not others. As such, there is not one single description of what every Hindu believes. Pain medicine practitioners must be culturally sensitive to patients of other religious traditions in general; as well, they must be sensitive to the unique beliefs of each individual they treat—whether of a differing religion, or even of patients who share their own religious tradition. Therefore, this article is not intended to imply that a practitioner should treat all Hindus, nor patients of any religion, the same. Likewise, individual Hindus will certainly approach their experiences with pain in different manners. Rather, having a grounding in how Hindu traditions view pain and suffering will give the practitioner a more solid footing on which to discuss these issues with their patients.

In this article, some basic tenets of Hinduism are presented, followed by how Hindu traditions view pain and suffering. Practices that may be particularly helpful to Hindus and others, and difficulties that Hindus can encounter in dealing with pain within a religious context, are reviewed. Last, the specific concept of acceptance is discussed. These ideas were developed on the basis of readings, including the Hindu holy book The Bhagavad-Gita, and on discussions with Hindu scholars and those who practice Hinduism.

Basic Concepts of Hinduism

Several concepts are central to Hinduism. Table 1 provides a list of terms and definitions presented in this article. The first of these concepts is karma, which is the principle that governs the unfolding of events and is based for a person on the integrity with which he has lived previous lives. Karma is not imposed by an outside, punitive force, or God, but is rather an “exercise of the moral law in the universe”, these laws being inherently within the universe. Karma is encompassed by God/The Ultimate, as is each person’s soul. As both karma and souls are part of God/The Ultimate, karma is not external to the individual, but each is a part of the same greater whole. (Many Hindus believe in a single deity. Aspects of this one deity may be personified or embodied as individual deities but are not worshipped as separate gods [J. Patel, personal communication, September 25, 2005]. Other Hindus may use other words, for example, The Ultimate, for a nondeity force or unknown mystery. God/The Ultimate is also referred to as Brahman in Hinduism. For consistency in this article, “God/The Ultimate” is used.) A related belief is samsara, the process of successive rebirths until one reaches moksha, complete release from the cycle of rebirths.

Hindu traditions promote living with integrity, causing no harm, and progressing further on a spiritual path by living according to dharma, stage-of-life–appropriate guidelines or “patterns of life”, or by one’s “sacred duty”. A central life’s work is to become detached from involvement in the world that is apparent to us, which is seen as illusory and temporary, and turn toward God/The Ultimate. Many of these concepts are shared by or are similar to concepts in other eastern religions, for example, Buddhism.

Four different paths to achieve life goals are present: 1) the path of devotion, in which “a devotee submits himself or herself to the will of God, and through devotional practices, such as prayer, aims to become one with God and attain spiritual liberation”; 2) the path of ethical action, in which “an individual chooses to perform work without attachment to its effects; this attitude purifies his or her mind so that he or she can attain a sense of God-vision”; 3) the path of knowledge, in which “he or she dedicates himself or herself to acquiring knowledge that reveals the impermanence and ineffectuality of things in the world, and thereby frees the self from the bondage of ignorance, leading to spiritual liberation”; and 4) the path of mental concentration, in which “he or she practices disciplinary measures that involve physiological and psychological restraints to free the self from all impurities so that the Divine self of the person can then manifest itself, leading to spiritual liberation”. For those with further interest in Hinduism and in the religious practices of Hindus in the United States, the reference by Tarakeshwar et al is informative.
Hinduism and Pain and Suffering

Suffering, both mental and physical, is thought to be part of the unfolding of karma and is the consequence of past inappropriate action (mental, verbal, or physical) that occurred in either one’s current life or in a past life. It is not seen as punishment but as a natural consequence of the moral laws of the universe in response to past negative behavior. Hindu traditions promote coping with suffering by accepting it as a just consequence and understanding that suffering is not random. If a Hindu were to ask “why me?” or feel her circumstances were “not fair,” a response would be that her current situation is the exactly correct situation for her to be in, given her soul’s previous action. Experiencing current suffering also satisfies the debt incurred for past negative behavior.

Suffering is seen as a part of living until finally reaching moksha. Until reaching this state, suffering is always present on life’s path. Hindu tradition holds that as we are in human form on earth, we are bound by the laws of our world and will experience physical pain. Pain is truly felt in our current physical bodies; it is not illusory in the sense of not really being felt (J. Patel, personal communication, September 25, 2005). But while the body may be in pain, the Self or soul is not affected or harmed. Arjuna, a seeker of wisdom in The Bhagavad-Gita, is told:

“The self embodied in the body of every being is indestructible”.20

and

“Weapons do not cut it, fire does not burn it, waters do not wet it, wind does not wither it. It cannot be cut or burned; it cannot be wet or withered; it is enduring, all-pervasive, fixed, immovable, and timeless”.20

As the Self is not affected, there need be no concern over temporary suffering. Patients may gain comfort by viewing the pain as only a temporary condition and one that does not affect their inner Self.

Pain and suffering are not seen as solely bad but as experiences that need to be viewed from multiple perspectives. Hindu traditions hold that all things are manifestations of God/The Ultimate, so nothing is only good or bad; God/The Ultimate encompasses everything. Everything, including pain and suffering, is given by God/The Ultimate. To view suffering as bad is to see only one side of it. Suffering can be positive if it leads to progress on a spiritual path. Some even embrace suffering as a way to progress on his spiritual path, to be tested and learn from a difficult experience.

Attachment and detachment are concepts that in Hindu traditions relate to one’s level of involvement in this world and to the power this world holds over one’s state of mind. Attachment signifies overinvolvement in this world, having desires for things that one does not have and clinging to things one has. Detachment is a positive state of objectivity toward this world, where relationships, objects, and circumstances hold no power over one’s state of mind. Attachment is a primary stumbling block to achieving moksha, complete release. Attachment perpetuates the “terrible bondage”4 that keeps a person in the cycles of samsara, rebirth. Only through recognition that the Self is not bound to this world of suffering can release be achieved. Perfect detachment creates an “... even disposition in the face of either happiness or sorrow...”.4 When one achieves perfect detachment, no problem or circumstance, including pain, can cause one to suffer.

What suggestions are made for achieving this detachment? It cannot be simply an intellectual understanding that the Self is part of God/The Ultimate. It is not escapist, pretending that suffering does not exist. One part of achieving detachment is to follow dharma, appropriate action, but to be unconcerned with the outcomes of these actions. Arjuna is told:

“Be intent on action, not on the fruits of action; avoid attraction to the fruits and attachment to inaction! Perform actions, firm in discipline, relinquishing attachment; be impartial to failure and success—this equanimity is called discipline”.20

Patients in pain are not to be passive and give up and can continue to attempt to lessen suffering. The ultimate goal would be to become neutral in the face of whatever outcome occurs, to not desperately strive for pain relief. Most important, however, would be to refocus away from pain to dharma. The guidance to seek detachment from outcomes would likewise apply to pain medicine practitioners, though this may challenge the outcome orientation of Western medicine. Lack of immediate success in treating patients can be frustrating; however, an approach based in Hindu traditions would suggest continuing to try one’s utmost to heal patients but not becoming upset by failure. The dharma for a pain practitioner would be to be the best practitioner possible, while accepting all outcomes. To be clear, this is not to suggest becoming indifferent to our patients’ suffering. Hindu traditions would support still caring deeply for our patients but needing to recognize that we are not in control of outcomes, nor do we know what is the appropriate outcome from the perspective of karma.
Specific tools for achieving detachment also include meditation and yoga. These tools teach the understanding and control of one’s mind, and seeing beyond one’s mind to God/The Ultimate. As the focus of one’s life should be on God/The Ultimate, priority is given to this inner journey, with less focus on the world. By becoming less attached to one’s circumstances, including being in pain, a person can focus his life on God/The Ultimate, not pain. Hindu traditions hold that all have a capacity to achieve this.

Spiritual assistance and support are also to be found in God/The Ultimate. One way to know God/The Ultimate is through devotion, the way of bhakti. Bhakti implies that God/The Ultimate is accessible and knowable, in personal terms.4 A practice of some Hindus is to pray to God/The Ultimate, to ask for support in facing problems, believing that their suffering will be relieved and support will be provided.

It would be important to note that a particular patient may be at any stage of spiritual growth with respect to viewing their physical pain and suffering as Hindu traditions teach. A patient may or may not even be using his religious resources for support to cope with pain. The level of religious coping may change across time, for example, as aspects of a patient’s illness change, including severity of pain, and as the availability of other resources changes. As in any religion, there would probably be only a small minority of Hindus who would not struggle with some aspect of their experience of pain or for whom acceptance is easy and unchanging; however, many strive to be faithful to their own religious tradition.

**Potential Challenges**

Although religion can be a positive resource for some, there are times when religious coping can be ineffective.22 For Hindus, a first potential challenge may be the feeling of passivity or fatalism that may arise because of karma. A patient can feel hopeless or unable to change things because he feels that things are fixed by karma. Hindu traditions counter this by saying that a person can start in the present moment and go forward, living his life in a positive way by following dharma. If a patient currently experiences pain, change can occur by attending to present appropriate action. “If one’s present state is a consequence of what has gone before, the urgency of responsible and appropriate action becomes greater, not less”.

Acceptance can be misunderstood as passivity. Hindu traditions do advise a focus on appropriate action, rather than outcome, but this does not mean inaction, “avoid . . . attachment to inaction!”.

Patients can be encouraged to actively manage their pain and continue to seek improvement but become detached from the outcome of these efforts.

Last, there can be a risk of feeling that one is failing the test of pain and suffering, that one is not succeeding in achieving an even disposition. However, the religious practices of Hindus teach trying one’s best. Detachment can even be sought from the degree one achieves detachment; that is, a person can attempt to be less concerned about his success or failure to be detached. The process of trying is important, rather than a focus on a final goal of being detached. Patience with oneself is encouraged. Patients can also try to learn as much as possible from their current situation, including their apparent failures.

**Studies in Pain Medicine**

To this author’s knowledge, there are no studies that look specifically at the pain management effects of the Hindu religion or specific beliefs or practices of Hinduism in a religious context. Of the concepts introduced, acceptance, from a nonreligious perspective, has been studied in pain research. Although acceptance is not unique to Hinduism, it is certainly central to the religion, and includes at least 2 aspects. First, Hindu traditions view acceptance as a logical attitude towards what one’s life presents, including pain and suffering, because all is to be seen as the just working of karma. Second, the practice of acceptance is also a means to a greater end, detachment. The process of accepting one’s life lessens one’s desire for things to be different than they are. As desires fall away, detachment is achieved. Related to pain, both painful and pain-free states would be accepted equally. Detachment from this world, to be focused on God/The Ultimate, is a primary goal in Hinduism.

The theory supporting acceptance-based strategies can be contrasted to that of control-based strategies. In control-based strategies, the goal is to decrease problematic thoughts, feelings, or experiences, and it is believed that these need to be reduced for improvement to
In contrast, acceptance approaches attempt to “teach clients to feel emotions and bodily sensations more fully and without avoidance, and to notice fully the presence of thoughts without following, resisting, believing, or disbelieving them”. However, uncomfortable thoughts and feelings are delinked from behavior. Thus, problematic thoughts, feelings, or experiences do not have to be reduced for improvements in behavioral end points to occur. Patients can focus on making desired behavior choices regardless of their feelings or thoughts. In treating chronic pain, the goal of treatment would not be to decrease pain. As well, patients would be taught to not have their pain level determine their activity level, decoupling uncomfortable feelings from behavior. Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) has further refined this theory and can be useful for a wide range of disorders.

Specifically in the pain medicine literature, McCracken defines acceptance of chronic pain as “living with pain without reaction, disapproval, or attempts to reduce or avoid it. Acceptance of chronic pain is, of course, more than a mental exercise and not simply a decision or a belief. Importantly, acceptance involves a disengagement from struggling with pain, a realistic approach to pain and pain-related circumstances, and an engagement in positive everyday activities”. These words echo the Hindu goals of equanimity and detachment.

Viane et al describe the danger of a sole focus on trying to find ways to decrease pain, especially when this meets with little success, or on avoiding activities that increase pain but that are positive in other ways. These strategies can actually increase a person’s focus on pain (“How much pain do I have? How about now? And now?” “How much pain does this activity cause me?”) and can decrease functioning through avoidance of work, relationships, and leisure. As McCracken summarizes, “it may be difficult for a person with chronic pain to devote their efforts equally to pain control and to valued aspects of their life at the same time. If efforts to control pain dominate, quality of living may be sacrificed”. In contrast, acceptance of some degree of pain can free people to focus their energy on living a positive life despite pain.

McCracken found that greater acceptance of pain was associated with lower reports of pain, less pain-related anxiety and avoidance, less depression and disability, and better work status. The positive correlation between acceptance and measures of functioning was independent of pain intensity. Scores of acceptance of pain can successfully predict which patients are classified as functioning well compared with those who are dysfunctional, again, even after influences of pain severity, depression, and pain-related anxiety are taken into account. Acceptance is superior to other coping techniques in explaining adjustment to chronic pain.

There have been some preliminary treatment studies related to acceptance that evaluated mindfulness meditation for chronic pain. Mindfulness meditation focuses on one’s current state and neutrally accepting that state. Although nonrandomized and noncontrolled, 1 study in a clinical population examined a 10-week program of mindfulness treatment with 90 chronic pain sufferers and showed significant improvements in pain, body image, activity, mood, and medication consumption, with results maintained at 15 months.

Two studies have looked at acceptance and experimentally induced pain. The first compared a specific acceptance-based strategy with a control cognition-based strategy for coping with experimentally induced shocks. Two measures were obtained before and after intervention: Tolerance of the shocks and self-reports of pain. The acceptance-based strategy participants showed significantly higher tolerance to pain, and the impact of the acceptance-based protocol was more pronounced in the subgroup that tolerated longer and more frequent shocks. The cognitive control–based strategy produced a statistically greater reduction in self reported measures of pain for individual shocks. However, no subjects in the cognitive control–based strategy showed increased pain tolerance when they experienced more pain, and there was an increase in the percentage of subjects in this group who stopped the protocol when they reached a “very much pain” rating. In contrast, the majority of subjects in the acceptance-based strategy showed increased pain tolerance when they experienced more pain, and most continued the protocol when they reached a “very much pain” rating. Both of these differences between groups were significant. This study confirmed previous ones that showed avoiding or controlling pain, similar to the strategies taught in the cognitive control–based arm, is not effective when attempting to manage intense or longer-lasting pain.

A second study by Hayes et al compared an acceptance strategy with a control strategy in the experience of pain in a cold pressor task. Subjects in the acceptance group were instructed to notice their thoughts and feelings but not allow these to control their actions. For example, a thought such as “I cannot stand this pain” might occur, but subjects were instructed to only observe their thoughts and not act on them, for example, by removing their hands from the cold water. Conversely, subjects in the control-based section were told that various techniques to control their thoughts and feelings could help modify and regulate the pain, including positive self-talk, controlled breathing, positive imagery, and body focusing. For example, the subjects were told that focusing on a pleasant scene could be used when experiencing pain. Results showed that subjects in the acceptance group demonstrated greater tolerance of pain, as measured by length of time subjects could tolerate the painful stimuli, compared with the control-based and placebo groups. However, there was no difference between the groups in subjective measures of pain, sensation, and unpleasantness. This second result was unexpected because the control strategies were specifically targeting level and unpleasantness of pain.
These studies acknowledge some of the potential misunderstandings of the concept of acceptance described above as well. McCracken\textsuperscript{18} notes that “acceptance is not a global act of resignation or quitting. It is acknowledging reality and quitting efforts that are not working so that workable efforts can be pursued and meaningful goals achieved. Acceptance does not include judging pain as a positive experience.”\textsuperscript{18}

**Summary:** Acceptance is both a central concept in Hindu traditions and one that has been studied in the pain literature. Hindu traditions promote acceptance of pain and suffering as the just working of karma. The practice of acceptance is also a means to a greater end. By accepting one’s condition, one becomes less attached to changing it. Acceptance of pain and detachment from any struggle with the experience of pain means that painful or pain-free states would be accepted equally. Detachment from this world, in order to be focused on God/The Ultimate, is a primary goal in Hindu traditions.

In medicine, acceptance of chronic pain means living as fully as possible with pain, and not struggling to change pain. Studies of acceptance and pain show a positive correlation between degrees of acceptance and functioning.

**Conclusion**

Religion and spirituality are important areas of many of our patients’ lives that are often not discussed as part of health care. Engaging with patients around this topic can foster a more comprehensive, multidimensional approach to the work we do. Patients often call on their religious tradition when faced with difficult medical issues, such as chronic pain, though what a specific religious tradition means to a particular patient would be unique. It may deepen our understanding of our patients’ lives to be aware of what various religions says about pain and suffering and may be useful to know what resources are offered to them from their religious tradition. Knowing what challenges patients in chronic pain might face within their religious context would be valuable in insuring that resources are supportive rather than adding to their suffering.

This article presents an overview of Hinduism for the pain medicine practitioner. It is hoped that by becoming more familiar with views of pain and suffering in Hindu traditions, pain medicine practitioners can support Hindus’ spirituality as it relates to pain and suffering. Some of the concepts introduced may be challenging to grapple with for those of us in Western medicine. For example, acceptance of chronic pain by a patient might be misunderstood as a depressive or resigned stance; likewise, acceptance on the part of a pain medicine practitioner might be misunderstood as lack of caring. However, the traditions of Hinduism clearly view this stance differently.

Last, by better understanding the resources offered from Hindu traditions, it is hoped that pain medicine practitioners could offer potentially helpful concepts to all patients. Acceptance has been studied in the pain medicine literature, from a nonreligious perspective, and found to be a valuable approach. Other practices and beliefs from Hindu traditions could also be examined for their efficacy in pain management, including viewing pain and suffering as a more complex experience than as a solely negative experience, and different meditation practices. When scientifically studying the pain management effects of various beliefs and practices, it would be important to determine if providing a religious context is significant. As well, it would be helpful to study if using the particular beliefs and practices of one’s own religious tradition was more efficacious, as compared with other religions, and which beliefs and practices are effective across religions.
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